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Abstract 
Improving the robustness of targets-detecting algorithm under complicated scenes is an important and difficult 
research problem in the field of computer vision. In order to achieve accurate and robust detecting result under 
complex scenes, with all kinds of background disturbance and shadow, an adaptive targets-detecting algorithm based 
on LBP and background modeling method (BMM) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, BMM combined with LBP, 
which is less influenced by shadow than traditional Color-based BMM, is presented. Secondly, light 
information pretreatment is proposed for situation of sudden brightness changes. Finally, an adaptive detecting 
mechanism is proposed. Experimental results show that, the proposed algorithm has robustness for most background 
disturbances, effectively improved adaptability, real-time performance and accuracy of detecting effect under 
complex scenes.   
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011]
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1. Introduction  
ion 
inf
presently becomes 
hot and difficult problems in computer vision and image understanding research field. 
 Moving-targets detection under complicated scenes is currently a key and difficult problem. In 
complex scenes, movement of background and foreground often mixed exists in image sequences, causing 
many background disturbances. At present, the main target detection algorithms include optical flow 
method [1], frame difference method [2] and background modeling method [3-5]. Among them, optical flow 
method has great computational complexity, frame difference method (FDM) has good adaptability and 
robustness to dynamic, sudden background disturbance, but target extraction information is not complete. 
BMM has strong adaptability to slowly changing background disturbance and complete extract
ormation, but it mostly based on color feature, robustness for shadow is still need improvement. 
So, the adaptability and robustness of current targets-detecting algorithm still needs to be improved in 
complex scenes. Therefore, studies on improved algorithm with better applicability, 
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enes. 
n finally. 
2. Related Work 
In recent years, aiming at targets-detecting in complex scenes, many algorithms are presented, among 
them, typical algorithm is GMM [3]. Of course, many improved GMM also successively put forward [4-5],
these algorithms improved robustness for slowly changing background disturbance to some extent, but 
they are all based on color information, have poor adaptability to shadow and sudden background 
disturbance. So, many hybrid algorithms is put forward [6-7]. Algorithm in [6] has good adaptability in 
indoor complex scenes, but it can’t adapt to complex outdoor environment, moreover, the algorithm 
without any treatment for shadow. Aiming at shadow, there are also many presented algorithm, such as 
[7], it can effectively remove the influences of shadow, but weaken adaptability to other background 
disturbance relatively. 
As a whole, many current improved algorithms can't get an accurate and robust detecting effect under 
complex scenes, which a variety of background disturbance and shadow exist. Therefore, in order to 
remove shadow efficiently, this paper tried to jump out of the traditional Color-based GMM, proposed 
improved BMM combined with texture feature; Meanwhile, on the basis of background modeling, 
brightness information pretreatment is introduced; Finally, this paper analyzed and classified the 
background disturbance, presented an adaptive detecting mechanism to choose FDM and 
BMM automatically, effectively improve the adaptability to complicated sc
3. Background modeling combined with texture feature 
Shadow decreases grey value of the background pixels around it, causes similar changes of gray scale
in shadow area, moreover, shadow area and background have similar texture characteristics. 
Therefore, extracting texture feature and matching it with background in corresponding area, we can 
effectively determine whether the area belongs to foreground or background. Firstly, proposed algorithm 
obtains texture feature by calculating local binary patterns (LBP) [7], then gets normalized LBP texture 
histogram, establish background model for texture features, and realize effective detectio
3.1. Texture feature based on local binary patterns (LBP) 
(1) Basic LBP:  make difference between central pixel and adjacent pixels, threshold it and obtain binary 
sequences as Fig 1(a). 
(2) Extended LBP: expanding the adjacent area of basic LBP, we can get extended LBP, which is defined 
as formula (1) and showed in Fig 1(b). In formula (1), gc means grey value of center position（xc, yc）, gp
means gray value of p adjacent points in R-radius area around central point. In this paper, we define R=3.
In fact, formula (1) means that the texture information is translated into a p-bits binary number, we called 
a model. So, a LBP may have 2p different outputs. P , T become bigger and R becomes smaller, texture 
descriptive is strong, but computational complexity is lead, easily affected by noise. Conversely, noise 
affect becomes small, but texture descriptive becomes lower, detail edge information is weakened. In this 
paper, proposed algorithm combined LBP feature with color feature for targets detection, we should pay 
more attention to improving texture descriptive of LBP operators, so T should be relatively small and 
through multiple experiments, we define T=4.  
(3)Rotation Invariant LBP: in order to eliminate the correlation of LBP and rotation, we can define 
Rotation Invariant LBP as formula (2). ROT(X ,I) means shift X right by i bits.riR,PLBP
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(4) Unified LBP texture model: based on rotation invariant LBP, function U is represented to express 
jumping times of loop number (0/1, 1/0 changes), when banding the head and end of LBP texture model 
as a loop, such as, jumping times of model 00000000 is 0, and jumping times of model 00100000 is 2. 
Then, we normalized extended LBP, defined rotation invariant texture, which jumping time is less than 2, 
as a unified LBP. Thus texture model with P points will have P+1 kinds of unified models, according to 
the number of 1 in the model, we assigned the only label (0-P), other texture model (value of U is not less 
than 4) labeled as P+1. After normalization, 9 kinds of unified LBP models for 3×3 area are obtained as 
Fig 1(c), central number represents the model label, white and black dot stand for 0 and 1. 
18 10 19
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1 0 1
Threshold
=4
（01110100）   =1162
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(a)  Basic LBP                                        (b) Extended LBP                           (c) 9 kinds of unified LBP models 
 Fig. 1.Different kinds of LBP  
Therefore, eight kinds of models, 00000001, 00000010, 00000100, 00001000, 00010000, 00100000, 
01000000, 10000000 can be transformed from model 00000001. So 10 kinds of normalized LBP texture 
model can represent 58 kinds of original basic model (whole number of original basic model is 256). 
Seemingly, such normalization will lost some texture, but these 10 kinds of models can express most 
texture information in fact, and it can avoid abnormal sparse in LBP histogram when LBP area is small. 
Finally, we respectively count the pixel number corresponding to the 10 normalized LBP texture model, 
get the LBP texture histogram. 
3.2. Background modeling based on LBP feature 
(1) Model building: (a) LBP feature vector of pixels: Calculate LBP histogram in R-radius circular area as 
LBP feature vector. R becomes bigger, anti-noise performance is better, but edge information will be 
affected. (b) Number K of background model: background model of every pixel comprises a series of LBP 
feature vector{ . K become bigger, background is expressed more detailed, but computational 
complexity increases, can be set based on background complexity. (c) Weight of background model: 
Weight value of N background models is , K kinds of weights value should satisfy formula (3). 
}10 −Kh,,h K
Nw
11 =++++ KN www KK                                                           (3) 
(2) Model initializing: Calculate LBP histogram of each pixel as its feature vector, and build the first 
background model for each pixel, giving a smaller weight to the first background model. 
(3)  Model learning: For every frame, match each pixel with its established model as formula (4), which is 
the matching formula for LBP histogram. A, B is LBP histogram, P is item number for LBP histogram, 
and P=10 in this paper, TB is the similarity threshold. The principle of such kind of matching above is 
calculating the common parts of the two histograms. When two histograms are completely consistent, 
1),( =BAρ . Therefore, bigger TB represents more similarity between two LBP histograms, and 0<TB<1,
through multiple tests, value of TB should be 0.6-0.7. If formula (4) is satisfied, model A and B are 
matched; If not, and i<K, add a background model; If i=K, replace the lowest weighted model with 
current model, and gives a small weight value WR (WR=0.01 in this paper). Training background 
samples continuously according to above steps, we get the whole LBP background modeling eventually. 
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 (4) Model updating: For not matching background model, we do not update, for matched background 
model, according to current background model, update its weight value as formula (5). α is the learning 
rate for background model, α becomes bigger, new background model have greater influence to whole 
background model, update speed becomes faster, but more vulnerable to noise effects, therefore, 
α should be relatively small, such as 0.01-0.05, can get better detection effect. 
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3.3. Targets detecting 
Firstly, we match every pixel in current frame with its corresponding K kinds of background models as 
formula (5). If satisfied, such pixel belongs to background, otherwise, it belongs to foreground. Secondly, 
we define binary image obtained by LBP background modeling as Object1. Considering that robustness 
of LBP feature will be weakened, when texture is relatively complicated or texture of background and 
targets is similar, Gaussian method is introduced. We define binary image obtained by Gaussian method 
as Object2. Finally, we calculate the common area between Object1 and Object2. Through steps above, 
detected targets are more accurate and complete because of considering color and texture feature both.  
4. Adaptive hybrid targets-detecting algorithm 
Current frame ),( yxX t
Transform R,G,B space to s,r,g space, 
brightness coordinate is defined as formula(7).
Previous frame ),(1- yxXt
Scan pixels in current and 
previous frame progressively 
Using brightness information to gather 
statistics of pixels that satisfied formula (8).
N﹪ pixels satisfy formula (8)?
Judge that there are Light mutations in background, update 
Gaussian model and LBP model according to current frame.
yes Judge that there are not Light 
mutations in background
no
)y,x(B
),( yxB
a%
(a) Flow chart of brightness pretreatment                                        (b) Flow chart of the proposed adaptive algorithm 
Fig. 2.Algorithm flowchart 
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Under complex scenes, there are three kinds of background disturbances: (1)Sudden changes：Such 
as, open-close state of windows, movement of furniture, illumination changes caused by switch of 
lamp.(2)Slow and persistent changes: Such as, flapping curtain and leaves, rotation of fan, LCD screen 
flashing, illumination changes caused by daily or seasonal sunlight.(3)Shadow. For (1), FDM, which 
has good real-time performance and high adaptability, can be used to make up mistaking and omitting 
detection of Gaussian method. For (2), a real-time updating background model can be established by 
Gaussian method. For (3), BMM combined with LBP is proposed to improve robustness. Additionally, 
brightness information is utilized as pretreatment process for light mutations as Fig 2(a). Therefore, 
adaptive hybrid algorithm can be realized with the flowcharts in Fig 2(b). 
In Fig 2, n and τ are determined according to scene situation and light mutations speed, we 
define 5,,30 === an 25.0τ  for best, based on experiment experience. Aiming to eliminate mistake 
detecting caused by movement and sudden change of objects in background, timer threshold T is set 
greater than the duration of the sudden changes in background, and less than moving duration of targets, 
therefore, targets tested by this timer are the real moving targets. 
3
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5. Experimental results and analysis  
In this section, we applied the proposed algorithm on multiple standard and actual videos, and the 
better effects are showed by some comparing experiments in complex scenes. 
In Fig 3 and Fig 6, background changed suddenly because of movement of background objects, 
proposed algorithm adaptively choose FDM for object detection, weakened the influence of background 
disturbances effectively; In Fig 4 and Fig 7, waving curtain, light changes and flapping leaves caused 
minor disturbances in background, proposed algorithm adaptively use Gaussian method, obtained more 
accurate, anti-noise detecting results. In Fig 5, proposed algorithm combined LBP with BMM, effectively 
improved robustness of Gaussian method for shadow, also solved incomplete targets-detecting results in 
only LBP-based BMM. 
(1) Open-close state of cabinet door (a) GMM    (b) LBP modeling method (c) GMM based on LBP  
Fig. 5.Comparing experiment with shadow influence 
     
(3) Movement of objects in background 
Before disturbance: 
     
 
     
During disturbance: 
     
(a) Original frame (b) proposed algorithm (c) Gaussian method  
Fig. 3.Comparing experiment when open-close state of cabinet 
door changes 
(2) Shadow influence 
     
After disturbance: 
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(a) Original frame            (b) GMM        (c) proposed algorithm 
Fig. 6.Experiment with movement of objects in background 
(4) Waving curtain disturbance                                      (5) Light changes and flapping leaves 
        
 (a) Frame difference method             (b) proposed algorithm            (a) Frame difference method        (b) proposed algorithm 
Fig. 4.Comparing experiment with waving curtain disturbance          Fig. 7.Experiment with light changes and flapping leaves 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper, an adaptive target-detecting algorithm under complex scenes is proposed. Proposed 
algorithm has three advantages: (1) proposed algorithm combined LBP with Gaussian method to 
effectively remove shadow influences. (2) Proposed algorithm introduced pretreatment of brightness 
information, adaptively choose BMM or FDM according to complexity of background. (3) An adaptive 
targets-detecting mechanism is proposed to improve robustness for various disturbances. Experimental 
results show that, proposed algorithm is robust for most background disturbance in complex scenes, can 
obtain real-time, accurate detecting result. However this algorithm is only applicable to static background, 
meanwhile, because of more complex and changeable actual scenes, robustness of proposed  algorithm is 
still needs to be improved. So, we will further our work in an extension including the two aspects above. 
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